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ATLAS Calorimetry

 Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter 
- Lead absorber, LAr as active material and copper/kapton electrode 
- Has fine segmentation: 4 layers, ~200k readout channels in total 

 Hadronic calorimeters : Tile (steel&scintillator), LAr endcap/forward 

 Plays a major role in identifying/measuring e, γ, τ, jet and missing ET (offline) and 
provides inputs for their triggers at the hardware level (L1Calo triggers)  
-  Higgs discovery!  Lots of searches in variety of channels, precise measurements, ..
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|η| <1.475

1.5< |η| <3.2, 
Cu absorber

1.375 < |η| < 3.2

3.1< |η| <4.9 
Cu (EM), W (Had) absorber

accordion geometry: uniform in φ

|η| <1.7

LAr:



LHC and ATLAS trigger upgrade timelines

Instantaneous luminosity getting increased!! 
- Number of interactions per bunch crossing (μ) doubled, tripled and much more.. 

``Pile-up effects’’ significantly degrade the trigger performance: 
- Degraded LAr signal due to its long drift time: ~450ns drift time (with 2mm gap at 2 

kV) vs. 25ns LHC bunch spacing (40MHz) 

- Triggering electromagnetic objects suffers from huge multi-jets background
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๏Run 1 (2010-2012) 
 7-8TeV,  L~0.8×1034 cm-2s-1,  <μ>~20 

๏Run 2 (2015-2017) 
13-14TeV,  L~1.6×1034 cm-2s-1,  <μ>~40 

๏Run 3 (2020-2022) 
14TeV,  L~3.0×1034 cm-2s-1,  <μ>~80 

๏Run 4 (2025-2027) 
14TeV, L~7.0×1034 cm-2s-1,  <μ>~200

⇐ LS2/Phase-1 upgrade (2018-2019)

⇐ LS1/Phase-0 upgrade (2013-2014)

⇐ LS3/Phase-2 upgrade (2018-2019)

Staged upgrade plan:



General upgrade concept
Utilize more calorimeter shower shape information&event topology as in software 
algorithms — high-level triggers use this information as well. 

Already partially implemented in Run-2: L1Calo provides trigger capabilities based on 
event topologies. 
- New module ``L1Topo’’ installed. Can apply selection with topological variables as Δφ, Δη, ΔR, HT, …
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e.g. e/jet separation
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range. With a 12-bit range, ET values up to 102 GeV and 400 GeV in the corresponding calorimeter
layers will be properly processed without loss of precision. Very energetic electrons, which have
a more concentrated shower than taus or jets, may exceed these values. Additional details of the
energy reconstruction using various filtering techniques, as well as a discussion of saturation and
bunch crossing identification, can be found in Sec. 5.6.

2.2 Level-1 trigger performance studies

The results presented in this section are based on full simulation studies of the ATLAS detector [8]
made with Geant4 [9]. The trigger efficiency for the various physics objects (e, ⌧, etc.) is evaluated
using samples of signal (e.g. Z! e+e� and Z! ⌧+⌧�) events overlaid with an average of 80 (unless
otherwise stated) minimum-bias events generated with PYTHIA [10], to reproduce the pileup condi-
tions expected in Run 3. Rejection of background and trigger rates are obtained from a sample of
overlapping minimum-bias events with hµi = 80. The improved resolution provided by the upgraded
electronics is included in the studies presented here.

2.2.1 EM trigger performance

The trigger rates at the LHC design energy and instantaneous luminosity expected in Run 3 will
be unaffordable for the relatively low-pT thresholds required by many crucial physics studies unless
additional discriminating criteria are introduced to separate electrons and photons from jets. EM
showers due to electrons and photons can be effectively distinguished from the background of QCD
jets through the use of additional shower shape variables which will become accessible at the up-
graded Level-1 trigger thanks to the higher Super Cells granularity, the calorimeter longitudinal layer
information and the finer quantization scale. The studies presented below demonstrate a substantial
reduction in trigger rates when using these variables, which translates into a possible reduction of
the Level-1 trigger threshold by 7 GeV compared to Run 2.

2.2.1.1 Shower shape analysis The finer granularity of the Super Cells enables a more sophis-
ticated rejection of jet backgrounds than in the current system through the use of shower shape
variables. The performance of the following three discriminating variables (chosen for their impor-
tance to offline electron identification) is investigated:

R⌘ Given a 3⇥ 2 group of Super Cells in ⌘⇥ � centered on the highest-energy Super Cell in the
middle layer (2), R⌘ is defined as the transverse energy measured in the 3⇥ 2 group divided
by the transverse energy measured in a 7⇥2 group:

R⌘ =
E(2)

T,�⌘⇥��=0.075⇥0.2

E(2)
T,�⌘⇥��=0.175⇥0.2

(1)

f3 The ratio of the transverse energy measured in the back EM layer (3) in an area of size �⌘⇥�� =
0.2⇥0.2 to that deposited in all three layers for an EM cluster; the energies in the front (1) and
middle (2) EM layers are reconstructed in the area �⌘⇥�� = 0.075⇥0.2:

f3 =
E(3)

T,�⌘⇥��=0.2⇥0.2

E(1)
T,�⌘⇥��=0.075⇥0.2+E(2)

T,�⌘⇥��=0.075⇥0.2+E(3)
T,�⌘⇥��=0.2⇥0.2

. (2)

12 Chapter 2: Physics Requirements and Expected Performance
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w⌘,2 The spread of the shower in the middle EM layer (2) in a 3⇥2 Super Cell region, defined as:
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where the sums run over the Super Cells.

The separation power of these variables is illustrated in Fig. 8 for electrons from Z! e+e� events
and background jets. As expected, R⌘ has a narrow distribution for electrons, close to unity. In
comparison, the distribution for jets is much broader. Similarly, the distributions of w⌘,2 and f3 are
typically narrower for EM showers than for hadronic showers.
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Figure 8. Distributions of variables allowing to distinguish between electrons (black) and jets (red) with pT >
20 GeV and with the upgraded Level-1 trigger: R⌘ (a), f3 (b), and w⌘,2 (c), as defined in the text. Each
distribution is normalized to unit area.
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(ROD) modules. These aggregate the data from multiple processor modules and provide
buffering and flow control before building and transmitting event packets.

System architecture during Run 2 During LS1, a number of upgrades will be made to
L1Calo. On the PPMs the MCMs, which digitise, calibrate and filter the calorimeter signals,
will be replaced with newer modules (nMCMs) that provide 80 MHz digitisation, lower noise
and greater flexibility to handle pile-up. Downstream of this, L1Calo will be enhanced to
allow topological triggers; the firmware on the CPMs and JEMs will be modified and the
merger modules will be replaced. This is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: System Architecture during Run 2. New components are shown in green.

During Run 2, the CPMs and JEMs no longer output hit counts for e/g, t (CPM) and
jets (JEM). Instead, they output TOBs, which comprise the location, energy and type of object
identified and also sums for ET, Emiss

T and XS. As this requires extra bandwidth, the data
are driven on to the crate backplane at 160 MHz (compared to 40 MHz in the initial system).
The CMMs are each replaced by an enhanced version of that module, the CMX, capable of
receiving and processing the additional data.

The CMX, like the CMM, sends counts of objects over threshold to the CTP. TOBs for the
whole h � f range processed by L1Calo are transmitted optically by the CMX to the new
L1Topo, which also receives data from L1Muon (see Section 5.3). L1Topo forms combined
trigger objects, based on the full event topology, and transmits them to the CTP.

In addition to real-time trigger processing, as with the previous modules, the CMX pro-
vides ROI and read-out data to the HLT and DAQ systems. These data are transmitted via
existing RODs with updated firmware.

System architecture during Run 3 During LS2 there will be further upgrades, both to
L1Calo and the upstream calorimeter electronics. Two new subsystems will be added to
L1Calo: the electromagnetic and jet feature extractors, see Figure 19. To achieve the increased
discriminatory power necessary to handle the LHC luminosities planned beyond LS2, these
will process calorimeter data at a finer granularity than the pre-LS2 L1Calo system. Initially at
least, they will augment the existing L1Calo electronics, operating in parallel with the CP and
JEP systems. Once the outputs of the eFEX and jFEX have been validated, removing the CP
and JEP systems from the L1Calo processing chain will be an option (except for that section
of the JEP used to provide hadronic data, as described below).

3.3 System Evolution 35
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Figure 7: (a) Minimum azimuthal angular distance between Level-1 Emiss
T and Level-1 central jets

with pT > 20 GeV and |h| < 2.5 for minimum bias (filled histogram) and ZH (open red histogram)
events with at least two central jets. (b) Radial distance (DR) between the Level-1 central jets. The
distributions are normalised to the same area. (The ZH signal was simulated at 8 TeV, however, the
distributions of the 14 TeV signal are expected to be very similar.)

2.5.2 Boosted objects

The study of Lorentz-boosted high-pT objects such as W and Z bosons and top quarks has
been a major ATLAS Run 1 priority in both Standard Model measurements and in searches
for new physical phenomena. The increased energy of Run 2 and beyond will increase the
importance of these boosted modes. The study of high-pT Higgs (now relevant for BSM
scenarios) to bb has long been advocated as a unique opportunity to identify Higgs bosons
in this decay channel [2.13]. Many special techniques have been developed to improve the
separation between normal QCD jets and those containing almost all of the decay products
of heavy particles such as W bosons, referred to here as EW jets. One defining characteristic
of these EW jets is that the energy distribution within the jet is spread considerably wider
(contained within typically R = 1.0 or larger) than for QCD jets (R = 0.4 or 0.6) and that
they have multiple hard cores reflecting the partons produced in the EW decay. Jet triggers
designed to be efficient for narrow QCD jets will necessarily be inefficient for these wider
EW jets. Additionally, lepton triggers do not capture this physics as leptons produced in the
decays of these high-pT particles merge with neighbouring jets and are not isolated. This is
illustrated by Figure 8a which shows the acceptance for Z0 ! tt in a Run 1 search [2.14].
At large mtt , events selected with boosted objects and large-jet triggers dominate the overall
acceptance; the e+jets channel acceptance decreases with increasing mtt as the electrons merge
into jets. While the methods for efficiently identifying EW jets can be implemented in the
HLT using the standard offline software, these highly-iterative complex algorithms are not
appropriate for the Level-1 environment. It is crucial to preserve the acceptance at Level-1 for
these critical objects that can span more than two units in h as illustrated in Figure 8b which
shows the separation between the quarks resulting from the hadronic decays of high-pT W
bosons [2.15]. Typical pT in physics analyses are > 200 GeV for bosons and > 300 GeV for top
quarks when not constrained by the trigger acceptance.

2.5 Physics Studies 23

L1Calo Run-2 
architecture

(Modules also renewed. 
Details in backup)

Efficient signal selection..
ZH→bbνν



General upgrade concept (2)
To achieve these trigger features, develop new hardware for 
trigger readout and processing. 
-  LAr trigger readout   

‣Fully digitized readout with finer granularity & digital filtering for out-of-time pile-up 
correction and bunch-crossing identification 

-  L1Calo trigger processing   

‣Pile-up subtraction, employ selection fully based on object features and event topology 
information 

Challenges: 
- Highly dense electrical&optical circuit boards & high-speed optical links (up to 

~10 Gb/s) 

- Signal mapping and data duplication among readout modules

 6



Upgrading LAr trigger readout: Super Cells

Finer granularity: trigger tower ⟹ 10 Super Cells (SCs) 

- 60 cells ⟹ 4-8 cells in each layer 

Analog readout ⟹ 40MHz digital readout
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. An electron (with 70 GeV of transverse energy) as seen by the existing Level-1 Calorimeter trigger
electronics (a) and by the proposed upgraded trigger electronics (b).

• Long Shutdown 3 (LS3): 2022�2023. The LHC will undergo a major upgrade of its compo-
nents (e.g. low-� quadrupole triplets, crab cavities at the interaction regions).

• High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC): 2024� 2030 and beyond. The LHC complex will deliver
levelled instantaneous luminosity L = 5⇥1034 cm�2 s�1 (Phase-II operation) and an annual
integrated luminosity of 250 fb�1, i.e. up to 3ab�1 after 12 years of running.

1.2 ATLAS upgrade plans up to 2030 and beyond

To optimize the physics reach at each phase of the accelerator complex upgrades, ATLAS has
devised a staged program in three phases, corresponding to the three long shutdowns.

The upgrades during LS1 consist of consolidation of the existing sub-detectors including the
installation of a fourth (inner) layer for the pixel detector requiring a new, smaller radius central (Be)
beam pipe, additional chambers in the muon spectrometer to improve the geometrical coverage,
and more neutron shielding in the muon endcap toroids.

After LS2, instantaneous luminosities of L ⇠ 2.2⇥1034 cm�2 s�1 are expected with 25 ns bunch
spacing and the average number of interactions per crossing will be hµi ⇠ 60. If ATLAS is to exploit
this increase in luminosity and maintain a low-pT lepton threshold (⇠ 25 GeV) in the Level-1 trigger

2 Chapter 1: Overview of the Phase-I LAr upgrade project
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working in parallel, run the trigger algorithms. One system,
the cluster processor uses the full L1 trigger granularity in-
formation in the central region to look for small localized
clusters typical of electron, photon or tau particles. The other,
the jet and energy-sum processor, uses 2⇥ 2 sums of trig-
ger towers, called jet elements, to identify jet candidates and
form global transverse energy sums: missing transverse en-
ergy, total transverse energy and jet-sum transverse energy.
The magnitude of the objects and sums are compared to
programmable thresholds to form the trigger decision. The
thresholds used in 2010 are shown in Table 1 in Section 2.

Vertical sums!

! Horizontal sums

! !

!

!

Electromagnetic
isolation ring

Hadronic inner core
and isolation ring

Electromagnetic
calorimeter

Hadronic
calorimeter

Trigger towers ("# × "$ = 0.1 × 0.1)

Local maximum/
Region-of-interest

Fig. 12 Building blocks of the electron/photon and tau algorithms with
the sums to be compared to programmable thresholds

The details of the algorithms can be found elsewhere [9]
and only the basic elements are described here. Figure 12 il-
lustrates the electron/photon and tau triggers as an example.
The electron/photon trigger algorithm identifies an Region
of Interest as a 2 ⇥ 2 trigger tower cluster in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter for which the transverse energy sum
from at least one of the four possible pairs of nearest neigh-
bour towers (1⇥2 or 2⇥1) exceeds a pre-defined threshold.
Isolation-veto thresholds can be set for the 12-tower sur-
rounding ring in the electromagnetic calorimeter, as well as
for hadronic tower sums in a central 2⇥ 2 core behind the
cluster and the 12-tower hadronic ring around it. Isolation
requirements were not applied in 2010 running. Jet RoIs are
defined as 4⇥ 4, 6⇥ 6 or 8⇥ 8 trigger tower windows for
which the summed electromagnetic and hadronic transverse
energy exceeds pre-defined thresholds and which surround
a 2⇥ 2 trigger tower core that is a local maximum. The lo-
cation of this local maximum also defines the coordinates of
the jet RoI.

The real-time output to the CTP consists of more than
100 bits per bunch crossing, comprising the coordinates and
threshold bits for each of the RoIs and the counts of the num-

ber of objects (saturating at seven) that satisfy each of the
electron/photon, tau and jet criteria.

4.2.2 L1 Calorimeter Trigger Commissioning and Rates

After commissioning with cosmic ray and collision data, in-
cluding event-by-event checking of L1 trigger results against
offline emulation of the L1 trigger logic, the calorimeter trig-
ger processor ran stably and without any algorithmic errors.
Bit-error rates in digital links were less than 1 in 1020. Eight
out of 7168 trigger towers were non-operational in 2010 due
to failures in inaccessible analogue electronics on the detec-
tor. Problems with detector high and low voltage led to an
additional ⇠1% of trigger towers with low or no response.
After calibration adjustments, L1 calorimeter trigger condi-
tions remained essentially unchanged for 99% of the 2010
proton-proton integrated luminosity.
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Fig. 13 L1 trigger rate scaling for some low threshold trigger items
as a function of luminosity per bunch crossing. The rate for XE10 has
been scaled by 0.2

The scaling of the L1 trigger rates with luminosity is
shown in Fig. 13 for some of the low-threshold calorimeter
trigger items. The localised objects, such as electrons and
jet candidates, show an excellent linear scaling relationship
with luminosity over a wide range of luminosities and time.
Global quantities such as the missing transverse energy and
total transverse energy triggers also scale in a smooth way,
but are not linear as they are strongly affected by in-time
pile-up which was present in the later running periods.

4.2.3 L1 Calorimeter Trigger Calibration

In order to assign the calorimeter tower signals to the cor-
rect bunch crossing, a task performed by the bunch cross-
ing identification logic, the signals must be synchronized to
the LHC clock phase with nanosecond precision. The tim-
ing synchronization was first established with calorimeter
pulser systems and cosmic ray data and then refined using

Trigger tower 
Analog sum in ∆η×∆φ=0.1×0.1 (60 cells)

Run-2 readout geometry

(box: minimal readout element)



Upgrading LAr trigger readout: Scheme
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Figure 48. Block diagram of the proposed LAr Digital Processing System (LDPS), which receives digital
Super Cell data from the LTDBs of the upgraded FE system, reconstructs ESuper Cell

T (the transverse energy of
each Super Cell), and transmits the results to the Level-1 Calorimeter Trigger System every 25 ns.
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Figure 49. Schematic overview of the LDPS system. The physical elements are represented in boxes: LDPB,
Shelf manager, Partition Master (PM), TTC partition, PC farm in blue and FELIX [31, 32], which is under
TDAQ responsibility [4], in yellow. The links and networks are represented as arrows. The description of the
data is written above the arrow and the type of link in italic below the arrows. See text for details.
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Figure 30. Block diagrams of the analog section of the LTDB. The lower diagram illustrates the treatment
of a spectator channel in high-impedance mode, where the signal is received from the baseplane using a
high-impedance tap. The upper diagram shows the treatment for summed channels, with the sum transmitted
to the Tower Builder Board. A third type of treatment (not shown) is used for spectator channels in low-
impedance mode which, like the summed channels, are terminated in 50 ⌦ at the LTDB. The only difference
between the diagram for these channels and the (lower) one shown is that the label "Hi Z input network" is
replaced by "Lo Z input network". The blocks labelled “network” may or may not contain active elements.
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 LTDB 
๏12-bit ADC (custom ASIC) @40MHz 

- Multiplexing 8 channels to 5.12Gb/s 
optical link, 200Gb/s for each board 

๏ Handle up to 320 SC signals 
๏  124 boards in total (~25Tb/s)

 LDPB 
๏  ATCA standard, 4 Advanced Mezzanine 

Cards (AMCs) for each 
๏  AMC: 

- high-speed optical transceivers to process 
320 SCs with a short latency 

-  Energy&timing measurements by FPGA 
digital filtering

Both LTDB and LDPS prototypes integrated in the detector 
system and being demonstrated during Run-2 running.
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 LTDB 
๏12-bit ADC (custom ASIC) @40MHz 

- Multiplexing 8 channels to 5.12Gb/s 
optical link, 200Gb/s for each board 

๏ Handle up to 320 SC signals 
๏  124 boards in total (~25Tb/s)

 LDPB 
๏  ATCA standard, 4 Advanced Mezzanine 

Cards (AMCs) for each 
๏  AMC: 

- high-speed optical transceivers to process 
320 SCs with a short latency 

-  Energy&timing measurements by FPGA 
digital filtering

Both LTDB and LDPS prototypes integrated in the detector 
system and being demonstrated during Run-2 running.



SC signal reconstruction by digital filtering
LDPB can enhance performance on the SC energy reconstruction by 
processing 40MHz ADC samplings with dedicated digital filtering. 

Filtering algorithms under study. 
e.g. Wiener filter: 

- Nice ``energy reconstruction’’ and ``bunch-crossing identification’’ 

- Expected to be pile-up robust by adopting an active forward pile-up correction
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Figure 60. Input pulse (black) sampled at each bunch crossing together with the output of the first (green) and
second (red) stage of the Wiener Filter with forward correction. The connecting lines are included to guide the
eye.

OF⌧ The measured peak time ⌧ can be required to be compatible with zero: |⌧| < 5 ns. The
timing condition implicitly requires the agreement of the reconstructed pulse shape with
the expected pulse shape.

In both the OF� and OF⌧ methods, significant out-of-time pileup causes a loss of measurement
of the in-time signal.

• A Wiener filtering technique with an active forward out-of-time pileup correction is used for the
second type of filter:

WFfc For the Wiener filter with forward correction, first a Wiener filter is applied:

E =
n
X

i=1

aisi , with n = 6, (11)

where the filter coefficients ai are trained to transform the ideal input signal pulse shape
into an output of a single peak E j followed by a value E j+1 half its amplitude, as illustrated
by the green points in Fig. 60. Electronics noise is also considered in the filter training.
After the application of the Wiener filter stage, input pulses that do not have the expected
shape (a peak followed by a value half its amplitude) are rejected. The required ratio of
E j+1/E j > (0.5�m) (instead of 0.5) allows additional room for noise and in-time pileup.
Good performance with the margin parameter m = 0.15 is seen, but may also be varied
in different scenarios.
Furthermore, when a signal pulse passes the ratio requirement, an active forward cor-
rection of out-of-time pileup is applied. The first Wiener filter can not fully compensate
when the incoming pulse shape and a trailing non-zero output is produced. Therefore
a correction stage levels out the non-zero tail by applying two additional FIR filters and
a constant to compensate for the negative lobe. In this way, one single output signal is
produced at given distance in time to the bunch crossing, while all out-of-time pileup con-
tributions are actively removed. In case of gaps in the bunch crossing sequence, caused
e.g. by the bunch train structure, effects from overcompensation of out-of-time pileup,
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Feature extractor modules integrated for Run-3. 
eFEX: 

Identify e/γ/τ using isolation & cluster shape variables. Flexible rejection algorithms. 
jFEX: 

Identify jet/τ and calculate HT, missing ET.  
Enables pile-up suppression using event energy density 

gFEX: 
For global event processing, e.g. large-area jets for dedicated physics cases (boosted bosons, …)

ATLAS Phase-I Upgrade
Trigger and Data Acquisition

Technical Design Report
30 November 2013

may be some difficult regions – such as corners where four FEX modules meet in h ⇥ f space
– where extra copies are needed. This will depend on the detailed mapping between DPS
and FEXs, which is still being studied. It is also expected that hadronic endcap data will
require additional duplication, so that two identical copies may be sent both to eFEX and
jFEX subsystems.

Since the organisation of fibres in ribbons from the DPS will in general be different from
that needed by each eFEX or jFEX module, an intermediate optical patch panel is needed
between the DPS outputs and the FEX inputs. In most cases, where no optical splitting is
required, this will be implemented by special fibre bundles, which re-group fibres between
multi-ribbon connectors.

Where additional copies of data are required, beyond the capacity of the DPS, two-fold
passive optical splitting will be used. Studies show that the received optical power is adequate.
If larger numbers of copies are required, active optical splitting may be required. This option
is under study.

3.4.2 The Electron Feature Extractor (eFEX) module

Figure 25: Block diagram of the eFEX module showing the real-time and read-out data paths. Control
and monitoring signals are omitted except for the L1A.

Overview The function of the eFEX module is to identify isolated energy deposits indicative
of electrons, photons and tau particles. As shown in Figure 25, this is done in a bank of four
Processor FPGAs, and the results transmitted optically to L1Topo. On receipt of an L1A, data
are copied from the real-time path to the read-out path and from there to a ROD daughter
card mounted on a Hub module (see Section 3.4.5). The eFEX is an ATCA module, conforming
to the PICMG 3.0 Revision 3.0 specification. The functional elements of the eFEX design are
described in the following sections.

Processing area The algorithms used by the eFEX are described in Section 3.2. The algorithm
defines a core area in which energy deposits are found, surrounded by an environment area
used to establish isolation. Each eFEX processes a core area of up to 1.7⇥0.8 of calorimeter
data, for which it receives environment data covering 1.8⇥1.0 (see Figure 26). Depending on
their location in the subsystem some eFEXs process slightly fewer core inputs than this, but
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Expected performance: single-object triggers
EM trigger rate: 
- Adopting jet rejection using 

shape variables, the threshold 
can be lowered by 7 GeV  

‣Compared at reference points of 
20kHz (Run-2 rate budget) and 
95% efficiency 

‣Can maintain high photon 
efficiency (>96%) 

Better trigger turn-on for 
jet and missing ET triggers 

‣Thanks to pileup suppression and 
dedicated jet reconstruction 
algorithm
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Figure 14. The trigger efficiency as a function of the highest pT offline jet for hµi = 20 (a) and hµi = 80 (b)
in simulated QCD dijet events. The performance of the default sliding window algorithm (black points) is
compared to that of the sliding window algorithm based on Super Cells (red points) for jets within |⌘| < 2.5.

algorithm, that has been used to reconstruct heavy ion collision events in the PHENIX experiment at
RHIC [16]. As shown in Fig. 15, the present Level-1 jet trigger system based on the sliding window
algorithm displays an inefficiency for multijet triggers at the plateau region, mainly caused by a
limited capability to separate jets produced in close proximity to one another. This effect is especially
illustrated in Z0 ! tt̄, where the top quarks are Lorentz-boosted and their decay products are close
together. The default algorithm is compared to the anti-kt algorithm with a distance parameter of R =
0.4 that is used in ATLAS for offline jet reconstruction. Results are also shown for a Gaussian filter
algorithm where the value of the standard deviation (�= 0.1) is chosen to optimize the jet separation.
In contrast to the default sliding window algorithm, the jets reconstructed with the Gaussian filter
reach full efficiency in the plateau region and therefore will help to recover current inefficiencies of
multijet triggers. Such an algorithm can only be applied to a Level-1 jet trigger based on Super Cells.
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Figure 15. The trigger efficiency as a function of the fourth-highest pT offline jet for hµi = 80 in simulated
Z0 ! tt̄ events. The Level-1 jet thresholds require four jets with pT > 20 GeV. The default sliding window
algorithm (red points) is compared to a Gaussian filter algorithm (purple points) and the anti-kt algorithm
(green points) for jets within |⌘| < 2.5.
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Figure 21. (a) Level-1 Emiss
T distribution with (red lines) and without (black lines) the 0.2 ⌘-slice-based pileup

subtraction. (b) The Level-1 trigger rate for the current Emiss
T trigger (black points) compared to the trigger

rate after the ⌘-slice subtraction (red points). The Emiss
T is determined within |⌘| < 4.9, and the first 12 bunch

crossings in each LHC bunch train are excluded.

Table 4. Noise values
⇣

�electronics noise��pileup noise
⌘

for hµi = 80 used to compute the threshold for the middle
layer of each Super Cell as described in Eqn. 6. The Super Cell granularity changes in the regions 2.5 < |⌘| <
3.0 and |⌘| > 4.0 (see Appendix A).

|⌘| 0�0.5 0.5�1.5 1.5�2 2�2.5 2.5�3
Noise [GeV] 0.36 0.40 0.60 1.00 0.50

|⌘| 3�3.2 3.2�3.3 3.3�3.4 3.4�3.5 3.5�3.8
Noise [GeV] 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.5 5.0

|⌘| 3.8�4.0 4.00�4.15 4.15�4.30 4.3�4.6 4.6�4.9
Noise [GeV] 8 10 20 10 15

where �electronics noise is the electronics noise. Typical total noise values are shown in Fig. 6 for
hµi = 80 and hµi = 140.

Figure 22 illustrates the impact of a simple layer-based pileup suppression scheme. If the middle
layer (2) of each Super Cell passes the criteria E > Ethr, then the energy from the entire Trigger Tower
is added to the Level-1 Emiss

T sum. The noise values used for each Super Cell as a function of ⌘ are
shown in Table 4. These values were derived from the linear sum of the noise for each cell in
Fig. 6 (a).

This strategy was also tested on a ZH ! ⌫⌫̄bb̄ sample with true Emiss
T due to the neutrinos in

the final state, and good agreement was found between the Emiss
T computed at Level-1 with the

layer-based pileup subtraction and the true Emiss
T . The Level-1 Emiss

T trigger rate with the layer-based
pileup subtraction as a function of Emiss

T threshold is plotted in Fig. 22 (b).
The results from these studies indicate that the Emiss

T threshold could be lowered to at least
70 GeV in Run 3 while keeping the same bandwidth as the Level-1 Emiss

T threshold of 90 GeV in
Run 2. This substantial decrease of the Emiss

T threshold translates into an increase of acceptance for
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Figure 11. Level-1 trigger rates for a 95% electron efficiency as a function of the EM ET threshold assuming
Run 2 conditions (blue points) and for Run 3 conditions (L = 3 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 s�1) for two sets of variables
(green and black triangles), as measured from a sample of simulated minimum bias events with hµi = 80.

2.2.1.5 Dependence on quantization scale With the electronics upgrade, the least significant
bit for the front and middle EM layer trigger readouts are lowered to 32 MeV and 125 MeV, respec-
tively, as compared to 1 GeV in Run 2. This increased precision results in improved resolutions and
sharper trigger turn-on curves: approximately 1 GeV is gained in the rise from 5 % to 98 % efficiency.

2.2.2 Tau trigger performance

The ATLAS physics program with ⌧ leptons includes Higgs boson studies in the di-⌧ channel, sev-
eral electroweak measurements, searches for Supersymmetric particles and other new physics pro-
cesses. Approximately 65% of ⌧ decays are hadronic, indicated here as ⌧had, with one neutrino and
one or more hadrons. The challenge at the trigger level, especially at the low-pT values required by

Table 3. Photon efficiencies and corresponding electron efficiencies for various sets of (optimized) require-
ments on the parameters R⌘, w⌘,2, and f3. The photon (electron) efficiencies are calculated for photons
(electrons) with pT > 40 GeV (pT > 20 GeV).

Variables Optimized Values
Single Photon Di-Photon Electron

efficiency efficiency efficiency
R⌘, w⌘,2 R⌘ > 0.93, w⌘,2 < 0.0146 97.5% 94.9% 95%
R⌘, w⌘,2 R⌘ > 0.94, w⌘,2 < 0.014 94.5% 88.6% 90%

R⌘, w⌘,2, f3 R⌘ > 0.93, w⌘,2 < 0.0146, f3 < 0.02 95.8% 91.9% 95%
R⌘, w⌘,2, f3 R⌘ > 0.94, w⌘,2 < 0.014, f3 < 0.02 92.8% 85.8% 90%
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Summary
Upgrade activities ongoing in order to explore full physics 
of the high-luminosity LHC runs. 

ATLAS is developing new hardware and system for 
calorimeter trigger readout and processing. 
- Expect improved trigger performances with the upgraded system even in 

severe pile-up conditions. 

- R&D, design and production in progress toward installation in 2018-2019 
(Phase-1 upgrade) 

- Some of them are already integrated for ATLAS Run-2 running: 

‣LTDB & LDPS prototypes for demonstration 

‣Topological trigger with new L1Calo architectures
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 Backup 



Super Cells

Trigger tower ⟹ 10 Super Cells (SCs)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. An electron (with 70 GeV of transverse energy) as seen by the existing Level-1 Calorimeter trigger
electronics (a) and by the proposed upgraded trigger electronics (b).

• Long Shutdown 3 (LS3): 2022�2023. The LHC will undergo a major upgrade of its compo-
nents (e.g. low-� quadrupole triplets, crab cavities at the interaction regions).

• High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC): 2024� 2030 and beyond. The LHC complex will deliver
levelled instantaneous luminosity L = 5⇥1034 cm�2 s�1 (Phase-II operation) and an annual
integrated luminosity of 250 fb�1, i.e. up to 3ab�1 after 12 years of running.

1.2 ATLAS upgrade plans up to 2030 and beyond

To optimize the physics reach at each phase of the accelerator complex upgrades, ATLAS has
devised a staged program in three phases, corresponding to the three long shutdowns.

The upgrades during LS1 consist of consolidation of the existing sub-detectors including the
installation of a fourth (inner) layer for the pixel detector requiring a new, smaller radius central (Be)
beam pipe, additional chambers in the muon spectrometer to improve the geometrical coverage,
and more neutron shielding in the muon endcap toroids.

After LS2, instantaneous luminosities of L ⇠ 2.2⇥1034 cm�2 s�1 are expected with 25 ns bunch
spacing and the average number of interactions per crossing will be hµi ⇠ 60. If ATLAS is to exploit
this increase in luminosity and maintain a low-pT lepton threshold (⇠ 25 GeV) in the Level-1 trigger
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Elementary Cell Trigger Tower Super Cell 
Layer (barrel) [∆η × ∆φ] [nη × nφ] [∆η × ∆φ] [nη × nφ] [∆η × ∆φ]

Presampler (layer 0) 0.025 × 0.1 4 × 1

0.1 × 0.1 

4 × 1 0.1 × 0.1
Front (layer 1) 0.003125 × 0.1 32 × 1 8 × 1 0.025 × 0.1

Middle (layer 2) 0.025 × 0.025 4 × 4 1 × 4 0.025 × 0.1
Back (layer 3) 0.05 × 0.025 2 × 4 2 × 4 0.1 × 0.1
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working in parallel, run the trigger algorithms. One system,
the cluster processor uses the full L1 trigger granularity in-
formation in the central region to look for small localized
clusters typical of electron, photon or tau particles. The other,
the jet and energy-sum processor, uses 2⇥ 2 sums of trig-
ger towers, called jet elements, to identify jet candidates and
form global transverse energy sums: missing transverse en-
ergy, total transverse energy and jet-sum transverse energy.
The magnitude of the objects and sums are compared to
programmable thresholds to form the trigger decision. The
thresholds used in 2010 are shown in Table 1 in Section 2.

Vertical sums!

! Horizontal sums

! !

!

!

Electromagnetic
isolation ring

Hadronic inner core
and isolation ring

Electromagnetic
calorimeter

Hadronic
calorimeter

Trigger towers ("# × "$ = 0.1 × 0.1)

Local maximum/
Region-of-interest

Fig. 12 Building blocks of the electron/photon and tau algorithms with
the sums to be compared to programmable thresholds

The details of the algorithms can be found elsewhere [9]
and only the basic elements are described here. Figure 12 il-
lustrates the electron/photon and tau triggers as an example.
The electron/photon trigger algorithm identifies an Region
of Interest as a 2 ⇥ 2 trigger tower cluster in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter for which the transverse energy sum
from at least one of the four possible pairs of nearest neigh-
bour towers (1⇥2 or 2⇥1) exceeds a pre-defined threshold.
Isolation-veto thresholds can be set for the 12-tower sur-
rounding ring in the electromagnetic calorimeter, as well as
for hadronic tower sums in a central 2⇥ 2 core behind the
cluster and the 12-tower hadronic ring around it. Isolation
requirements were not applied in 2010 running. Jet RoIs are
defined as 4⇥ 4, 6⇥ 6 or 8⇥ 8 trigger tower windows for
which the summed electromagnetic and hadronic transverse
energy exceeds pre-defined thresholds and which surround
a 2⇥ 2 trigger tower core that is a local maximum. The lo-
cation of this local maximum also defines the coordinates of
the jet RoI.

The real-time output to the CTP consists of more than
100 bits per bunch crossing, comprising the coordinates and
threshold bits for each of the RoIs and the counts of the num-

ber of objects (saturating at seven) that satisfy each of the
electron/photon, tau and jet criteria.

4.2.2 L1 Calorimeter Trigger Commissioning and Rates

After commissioning with cosmic ray and collision data, in-
cluding event-by-event checking of L1 trigger results against
offline emulation of the L1 trigger logic, the calorimeter trig-
ger processor ran stably and without any algorithmic errors.
Bit-error rates in digital links were less than 1 in 1020. Eight
out of 7168 trigger towers were non-operational in 2010 due
to failures in inaccessible analogue electronics on the detec-
tor. Problems with detector high and low voltage led to an
additional ⇠1% of trigger towers with low or no response.
After calibration adjustments, L1 calorimeter trigger condi-
tions remained essentially unchanged for 99% of the 2010
proton-proton integrated luminosity.
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Fig. 13 L1 trigger rate scaling for some low threshold trigger items
as a function of luminosity per bunch crossing. The rate for XE10 has
been scaled by 0.2

The scaling of the L1 trigger rates with luminosity is
shown in Fig. 13 for some of the low-threshold calorimeter
trigger items. The localised objects, such as electrons and
jet candidates, show an excellent linear scaling relationship
with luminosity over a wide range of luminosities and time.
Global quantities such as the missing transverse energy and
total transverse energy triggers also scale in a smooth way,
but are not linear as they are strongly affected by in-time
pile-up which was present in the later running periods.

4.2.3 L1 Calorimeter Trigger Calibration

In order to assign the calorimeter tower signals to the cor-
rect bunch crossing, a task performed by the bunch cross-
ing identification logic, the signals must be synchronized to
the LHC clock phase with nanosecond precision. The tim-
ing synchronization was first established with calorimeter
pulser systems and cosmic ray data and then refined using

Trigger towers
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Figure 48. Block diagram of the proposed LAr Digital Processing System (LDPS), which receives digital
Super Cell data from the LTDBs of the upgraded FE system, reconstructs ESuper Cell

T (the transverse energy of
each Super Cell), and transmits the results to the Level-1 Calorimeter Trigger System every 25 ns.
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Figure 49. Schematic overview of the LDPS system. The physical elements are represented in boxes: LDPB,
Shelf manager, Partition Master (PM), TTC partition, PC farm in blue and FELIX [31, 32], which is under
TDAQ responsibility [4], in yellow. The links and networks are represented as arrows. The description of the
data is written above the arrow and the type of link in italic below the arrows. See text for details.
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Figure 29. Schematic block diagram of the proposed LAr Trigger Digitizer Board (LTDB).
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Figure 30. Block diagrams of the analog section of the LTDB. The lower diagram illustrates the treatment
of a spectator channel in high-impedance mode, where the signal is received from the baseplane using a
high-impedance tap. The upper diagram shows the treatment for summed channels, with the sum transmitted
to the Tower Builder Board. A third type of treatment (not shown) is used for spectator channels in low-
impedance mode which, like the summed channels, are terminated in 50 ⌦ at the LTDB. The only difference
between the diagram for these channels and the (lower) one shown is that the label "Hi Z input network" is
replaced by "Lo Z input network". The blocks labelled “network” may or may not contain active elements.
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 LTDB 
๏ Handle up to 320 SC signals 
๏  12-bit ADC @40MHz with low power 

consumption (custom ASIC) 
- <145 mW/channel 

๏  Multiplexing 8 channels to 5.12Gb/s 
optical link, 200Gb/s for each board 

๏  124 boards in total (25Tb/s)

 LDPS 
๏  ATCA standard, 4 Advanced Mezzanine 

Cards (AMCs) for each 
๏  AMC designed with FPGA and high-speed 

optical transceivers to process 320 SCs with 
a required latency (17 bunch crossings) 

๏  Energy measurement&bunch-crossing 
identification by FPGA digital filtering 
Receive 25Tb/s (from LTDB) and transmit 
41Tb/s (to L1Calo)
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Phase-0 upgrade (for Run 2) 
New Multi Chip module (nMCM): 

ASIC→FPGA replacement for digital signal processing 
Better treatment of pile-up (autocorrelation FIR filter & dynamic pedestal subtraction) 
Dedicated calibration for EM and hadron energy scale using dual-channel ADCs 

New(extended) Common Merger Module (CMX): 
160Mb/s backplane (data from processor modules), multiplicities→trigger objects. 
Link to L1Topo (24 opt. fibers at 6.4Gb/s) 

Topological trigger module (L1Topo): 
Enables composite triggers using trigger objects. Topological algorithms.
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Figure 21: The new Pre-Processor Multi-Chip Module

summed into 0.2⇥0.2 jet elements. For Run 3 operation, the serial link to the JEP system
will be upgraded to 960 Mbaud (800 Mb/s payload), to carry 0.1⇥0.1 hadronic ET values for
onward transmission to eFEXs and jFEXs. These data will be further summed to provide the
0.2⇥0.2 jet elements for the JEP itself.

The CALIPPR FPGA reads out event data to DAQ on receipt of a L1A signal. It can also
accumulate energy deposition rates and distributions of deposited ET above programmable
thresholds for each channel, for read-out to a separate monitoring system.

The nMCM includes a programmable analogue signal generator which may be used for
standalone tests. The amplitude, width and pedestal level of the generated analogue signals
are controlled from the CALIPPR FPGA.

Use of an FPGA gives flexibility to the system, for example in the choice and sign of digital
filter coefficients, and the possibility of using different types of filter. One type under study is
the auto-correlation filters, based on the correlation between ADC samples. These filters may
give a better performance in high pile-up conditions. Figure 22 compares the performance
of the current (matched) and autocorrelation filters in determining ET at the start of an LHC
bunch train and in the ensuing train bulk.
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Figure 22: Performance of digital filters

In the Run 1 Pre-Processor, the same ET values are sent to the CP and JEP subsystems.
For each tower, a single look-up table is used for calibration, the value being optimised for
the electromagnetic energy scale. Including a second look-up table would allow provision of
separate, hadronically calibrated ET values to the JEP, and this option is under study. When
a calorimeter signal exceeds the dynamic range of the ADCs, timing information must be
obtained from the leading edge of the pulse rather than the (unknown) position of the pulse
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Figure 21: The new Pre-Processor Multi-Chip Module

summed into 0.2⇥0.2 jet elements. For Run 3 operation, the serial link to the JEP system
will be upgraded to 960 Mbaud (800 Mb/s payload), to carry 0.1⇥0.1 hadronic ET values for
onward transmission to eFEXs and jFEXs. These data will be further summed to provide the
0.2⇥0.2 jet elements for the JEP itself.

The CALIPPR FPGA reads out event data to DAQ on receipt of a L1A signal. It can also
accumulate energy deposition rates and distributions of deposited ET above programmable
thresholds for each channel, for read-out to a separate monitoring system.

The nMCM includes a programmable analogue signal generator which may be used for
standalone tests. The amplitude, width and pedestal level of the generated analogue signals
are controlled from the CALIPPR FPGA.

Use of an FPGA gives flexibility to the system, for example in the choice and sign of digital
filter coefficients, and the possibility of using different types of filter. One type under study is
the auto-correlation filters, based on the correlation between ADC samples. These filters may
give a better performance in high pile-up conditions. Figure 22 compares the performance
of the current (matched) and autocorrelation filters in determining ET at the start of an LHC
bunch train and in the ensuing train bulk.
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Figure 22: Performance of digital filters

In the Run 1 Pre-Processor, the same ET values are sent to the CP and JEP subsystems.
For each tower, a single look-up table is used for calibration, the value being optimised for
the electromagnetic energy scale. Including a second look-up table would allow provision of
separate, hadronically calibrated ET values to the JEP, and this option is under study. When
a calorimeter signal exceeds the dynamic range of the ADCs, timing information must be
obtained from the leading edge of the pulse rather than the (unknown) position of the pulse
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(ROD) modules. These aggregate the data from multiple processor modules and provide
buffering and flow control before building and transmitting event packets.

System architecture during Run 2 During LS1, a number of upgrades will be made to
L1Calo. On the PPMs the MCMs, which digitise, calibrate and filter the calorimeter signals,
will be replaced with newer modules (nMCMs) that provide 80 MHz digitisation, lower noise
and greater flexibility to handle pile-up. Downstream of this, L1Calo will be enhanced to
allow topological triggers; the firmware on the CPMs and JEMs will be modified and the
merger modules will be replaced. This is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: System Architecture during Run 2. New components are shown in green.

During Run 2, the CPMs and JEMs no longer output hit counts for e/g, t (CPM) and
jets (JEM). Instead, they output TOBs, which comprise the location, energy and type of object
identified and also sums for ET, Emiss

T and XS. As this requires extra bandwidth, the data
are driven on to the crate backplane at 160 MHz (compared to 40 MHz in the initial system).
The CMMs are each replaced by an enhanced version of that module, the CMX, capable of
receiving and processing the additional data.

The CMX, like the CMM, sends counts of objects over threshold to the CTP. TOBs for the
whole h � f range processed by L1Calo are transmitted optically by the CMX to the new
L1Topo, which also receives data from L1Muon (see Section 5.3). L1Topo forms combined
trigger objects, based on the full event topology, and transmits them to the CTP.

In addition to real-time trigger processing, as with the previous modules, the CMX pro-
vides ROI and read-out data to the HLT and DAQ systems. These data are transmitted via
existing RODs with updated firmware.

System architecture during Run 3 During LS2 there will be further upgrades, both to
L1Calo and the upstream calorimeter electronics. Two new subsystems will be added to
L1Calo: the electromagnetic and jet feature extractors, see Figure 19. To achieve the increased
discriminatory power necessary to handle the LHC luminosities planned beyond LS2, these
will process calorimeter data at a finer granularity than the pre-LS2 L1Calo system. Initially at
least, they will augment the existing L1Calo electronics, operating in parallel with the CP and
JEP systems. Once the outputs of the eFEX and jFEX have been validated, removing the CP
and JEP systems from the L1Calo processing chain will be an option (except for that section
of the JEP used to provide hadronic data, as described below).

3.3 System Evolution 35

nMCM



Expected performance: L1Topo, FEX
L1Topo (already installed for Run-2) 
- Can apply selection with topological 

variables: Δφ, Δη, ΔR, HT, … 

- Challenging analyses will benefit from that. 

‣ZH→ννbb, di-tau etc.
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Figure 7: (a) Minimum azimuthal angular distance between Level-1 Emiss
T and Level-1 central jets

with pT > 20 GeV and |h| < 2.5 for minimum bias (filled histogram) and ZH (open red histogram)
events with at least two central jets. (b) Radial distance (DR) between the Level-1 central jets. The
distributions are normalised to the same area. (The ZH signal was simulated at 8 TeV, however, the
distributions of the 14 TeV signal are expected to be very similar.)

2.5.2 Boosted objects

The study of Lorentz-boosted high-pT objects such as W and Z bosons and top quarks has
been a major ATLAS Run 1 priority in both Standard Model measurements and in searches
for new physical phenomena. The increased energy of Run 2 and beyond will increase the
importance of these boosted modes. The study of high-pT Higgs (now relevant for BSM
scenarios) to bb has long been advocated as a unique opportunity to identify Higgs bosons
in this decay channel [2.13]. Many special techniques have been developed to improve the
separation between normal QCD jets and those containing almost all of the decay products
of heavy particles such as W bosons, referred to here as EW jets. One defining characteristic
of these EW jets is that the energy distribution within the jet is spread considerably wider
(contained within typically R = 1.0 or larger) than for QCD jets (R = 0.4 or 0.6) and that
they have multiple hard cores reflecting the partons produced in the EW decay. Jet triggers
designed to be efficient for narrow QCD jets will necessarily be inefficient for these wider
EW jets. Additionally, lepton triggers do not capture this physics as leptons produced in the
decays of these high-pT particles merge with neighbouring jets and are not isolated. This is
illustrated by Figure 8a which shows the acceptance for Z0 ! tt in a Run 1 search [2.14].
At large mtt , events selected with boosted objects and large-jet triggers dominate the overall
acceptance; the e+jets channel acceptance decreases with increasing mtt as the electrons merge
into jets. While the methods for efficiently identifying EW jets can be implemented in the
HLT using the standard offline software, these highly-iterative complex algorithms are not
appropriate for the Level-1 environment. It is crucial to preserve the acceptance at Level-1 for
these critical objects that can span more than two units in h as illustrated in Figure 8b which
shows the separation between the quarks resulting from the hadronic decays of high-pT W
bosons [2.15]. Typical pT in physics analyses are > 200 GeV for bosons and > 300 GeV for top
quarks when not constrained by the trigger acceptance.
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current trigger, and the equivalent thresholds for the other triggers discussed. Equivalence
is here defined by choosing thresholds which reach 90% efficiency for the same offline jet
pT. The current trigger is much more sensitive to pile-up than the proposed upgrade, and
measures which will be implemented for Run 2 to control pile-up effects at the start of the
bunch train are modelled here. Without these the rates for the current trigger would be
considerably higher. With this, the proposed upgrade triggers produce slightly higher rates
than the current system. There is a slight gain from using a Gaussian weight with a s ⇡ 0.4
over either a very narrow s or a very broad one (represented by the unweighted 9 ⇥ 9 tower
cluster). However, calibrations and pile-up control for the upgrade algorithms have not yet
been optimised, so further improvements may be possible.

(a) (b)

Figure 16: (a) Turn-on curves for a 4-jet trigger in tt events. Thresholds were chosen to match the 90%
efficiency point for a 4⇥25 GeV trigger using the current system. (b) Predicted 4-jet trigger rates from
minimum-bias Monte Carlo. The lines indicate thresholds giving equivalent 90% efficiency points and
the corresponding rates. Note that for many processes the plateau efficiency for the upgrade trigger is
higher than is possible with the current system.

Figure 16a shows the efficiency for a four-jet trigger for tt events selected as containing 4
jets using an R = 0.4 anti-kT jet-finder. Here the slopes of the turn-ons are similar, but the
algorithm based on the current inputs is not fully efficient on the plateau. This is because
the coarser granularity limits the ability to resolve nearby jets, resulting in a lower efficiency
for multi-jet triggers. The unweighted 9 ⇥ 9 window sum shows some excess efficiency at
low ET, an effect that is also seen when larger s values are used in the Gaussian algorithm.
This is probably partially due to overlap of nearby trigger jets resulting in some double-
counting of ET, but perhaps also because of the greater sensitivity of the inputs to small
signals than the current trigger towers have. It becomes problematic if it leads to an increased
rate. Using a relatively narrow s = 0.2 for multi-jet triggers largely eliminates this effect while
still maintaining a good sharpness and plateau efficiency. Figure 16b shows the corresponding
4-jet trigger rates, with thresholds corresponding in efficiency to a 25 GeV 4-jet trigger in the
current system. Here it can be seen that the narrow Gaussian trigger, even at this early stage
of optimisation, offers a small improvement in multi-jet trigger rates as well as an improved
plateau efficiency. The unweighted 9 ⇥ 9 window illustrates that without some measures to
control overlap or pile-up effects, multi-jet rates in this high luminosity environment grow
rapidly.
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jFEX (Run-3) 
- Gaussian filter: jet energy reconstruction using Gaussian weights 

‣Less sensitive to pile-up, significant rate reduction thanks to improved trigger turn-on. 

‣Expect much better performance by adopting calibrations and optimizing in terms of  pile-up.


